
ReGeneration soft medium firm
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FEATURES

Myform Memory  Clima
Myform Regen
Myform Memory Air HD
Myform Extension
Myform Air

TECHNOLOGY

Removable Cover

Wash at 30°C

Essense Cover

Fabric only Cover

COMFORT

THERMAL INDEX

HEIGHT

22
cm

Highly breathable 
ReGeneration fabric 
made of viscose and 
polyester microfibre

Hypoallergenic

• Widths: 
All widths are available from 70 to 200 cm at the 
standard cost indicated in our price lists.

• Length and depth: 
Lengths or depths are available from 178 to 212 cm 
at the standard cost indicated in our price lists. 

Products with sizes larger than those above 
mentioned should be considered oversized products 
and they will have additional costs, calculated per 
square meter. You can find the extra cost in our net 
and public price lists.



DORELAN TECHNOLOGY
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Myform Regen
Consists of an innovative molecular structure that makes it particularly elastic 
and resistant to room temperature, absorbing weight to reduce the sensation of 
perceived firmness, resulting in comfort in any rest position.

Myform Memory Air HD
Gradual response material with extremely small molecules for enhanced 
adaptability to body shape and exceptional breathability.

Myform Memory Clima
Designed for positioning on the outermost mattress layers, thanks to a specific 
application that leverages nanotechnologies to maintain a constant contact 
temperature between body and mattress.

Myform Air
Designed and built for use in warmer seasons, or for those in need of excellent
breathability. The structure contains a high number of channels that guarantee the
passage of air for all kinds of use.

Essense Cover
Designed for those looking for a product that is easy to wash, fast-drying and 
ensures excellent reactivity of the inner mattress structure.

Fabric
Made with a special three-dimensional finish, guarantees excellent breathability 
and the rapid elimination of humidity, for a perfect rest microclimate.

Removable Cover
The zip fastening around the edge enables the cover to be divided into two parts, 
for easy and practical washing.
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Highly breathable ReGeneration fabric 
made of viscose and polyester microfibre

Myform Memory Clima cm 1

Myform Regen cm 3,5

Myform Memory HD Air cm 4,5 

Myform Extension cm 7,5

Myform Air cm 5,5

Highly breathable polyester microfibre fabric
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